1. Introduction and background. In the present paper we shall deal with functions/ which map an abstract set X into a uniform space Y. We assume that certain topological structures are given on the set X so that we can speak of the limting values of / as the independent variable £ approaches x and we can also define the continuity of / at some of the points xdX.
These topological structures on X will be such that for a noncountable set of points xdX the limiting values of / as £->x and the continuity of / at x can be interpreted in at least two different ways. For example if X is the real line one an speak about the limiting values of / as £ approaches x from the left and from the right, and of limj^.I_o/(£) and lim{_I+o/(£), and of the left and right continuity of / at x. The exact definition of these topological structures on X is given later.
We shall prove two general theorems for such functions: One of these concern the equality of the limits lim/(£) as £ approaches the same point £ under different conditions. Two cases can be distinguished according as lim/(£) is uniquely determined for each of these topological structures or not. The other theorem states that except for a negligible subset of X the function / is continuous with respect to both or neither of the topologies defined on X.
These theorems include many old and new results as special cases from the theory of functions of one and of several real variables. For better understanding it is perhaps more suitable to discuss first some of the known results and to state the new ones afterwards.
For real valued functions of one real variable some precise results of this type have been known for a long time.
The common source of one group of these results is the following theorem due to W. H. Young [1] :
The set of those points x for which lim sup{^x_0/(£)^lim sup£,I+o/(£) is countable. The uses of this theorem can be illustrated by mentioning a few immediate consequences. Here it is convenient to use the expression "nearly everywhere" to abbreviate the phrase "with the possible exception of at most enumerably many points."
If f is upper semicontinuous from the left or from the right nearly everywhere in an interval I then f is upper semicontinuous nearly everywhere in I.
If f is left or right upper semicontinuous and also left or right lower semiPresented to the Society December 27, 1956; received by the editors July 30, 1956. continuous nearly everywhere in I then f is continuous nearly everywhere in I. The direction of approach of the one sided semicontinuity may vary from point to point. An analogue of the first result can be obtained by interchanging the words upper by lower. The second corollary implies immediately the result that monotonic functions are continuous nearly everywhere.
Another less immediate consequence of Young's theorem is the result on the continuity of regular functions [2; 3] . We may as well state the result for a slightly wider class of functions: We say that/ is nearly regular in 7 if the one sided limits lim{,x_0/(f) and Iim{<I+0/(f) exist nearly everywhere in 7. A great number of results on regular functions hold also for nearly regular functions. Using Young's theorem and a lemma which appears in the same paper by Young we obtain:
Iff is nearly regular in the interval I then f is continuous nearly everywhere in I.
The auxiliary theorem concerns the interlimits and intercontinuity of /: A real number y is called an interlimit of/as f->x if given any e>0 and any neighborhood
Nx of x there is a ^CNx such that |/(f) -y\ <e. The function/ is called intercontinuousat x if/(x) is an interlimit of/at x. Young's auxiliary theorem states:
Every real valued function f defined on an interval I is inter continuous nearly everywhere in I.
A recent generalization of this result to functions / which map one finite dimensional Euclidean space into another one is due to Bonferroni [4] . We shall extend this auxiliary theorem to uniform structures satisfying the first axiom of countability and an additional hypothesis which will be stated later.
A second group of theorems on real valued functions of a real variable concerns the relative magnitude of the Dini derivatives and one sided derivatives of such functions. The best known among these results is the theorem which states that any such function can have at most enumerably many cusps, i.e. the set of those points where the left-hand and right-hand derivatives exist and are different is countable. More generally we have D-4>^D+<p and D~<j)^D+(t) nearly everywhere [5] . The foregoing results on the extreme derivatives of <p can be interpreted as properties of the function/of two real variables x and f defined as/(x, f) = (</>(f) -0(x))/(f -x) for every point (x, f) with xj^f. Blumberg [6] was the first to realize that these properties are independent of the special nature of the function / and they hold for arbitrary functions of two real variables. His result was improved and extended by Miss Schmeiser [7] and Jarnik [8] . One of our main results gives a generalization of these theorems to abstract topological spaces.
2. Preliminary definitions and lemmas. Let us assume that X is a fixed noncountable point set whose elements we shall denote by x, x0 and f. There are various ways to describe topological structures on X such that the phrase "£ tends to x" or the equivalent symbol "£-->x" becomes meaningful for the points £dX and for some points x(E-X\ Perhaps it is more suitable for our purposes to use the concept of a filter to describe convergence on X.
li the reader has a preference for nets he may replace the words "filter" by the words "net" in the statements of the theorems and in the proofs; there are only a few points in the proofs where the reasoning must be slightly modified. For the definitions and the equivalence of such concepts he can consult the articles of McShane [9; 10] and Bartle [ll] . An extensive bibliography can be found in [12] . For the sake of completeness and also to avoid confusion we state the definition of a filter:
A filter J in the set X is a nonvoid family of subsets of X such that (1) A topology 3 on a set A will be called a perfect topology if every noncountable subset A * of A has a point of accumulation with respect to 3 which belongs to A*. For instance every Hausdorff topology satisfying the second axiom of countability is a perfect topology. For assume that A * is such that no point adA* is a point of accumulation of A *. Then there is a neighborhood Na about each adA* such that Na contains finitely many elements of A*. Then {Na} covers A * and so by Lindelof's theorem it has a countable subcovering. Since each Na contains only a finite number of a's from A * it follows that A * is a countable set.
We shall use the notions of a uniform structure 11 and a uniform space Y. If the reader is not interested in such generalities he may assume that the space Y which occurs in Theorems 1-4 is a metric space. The proofs of these theorems are simpler if Y is a metric space; instead of choosing a suitable "vicinity" V it is sufficient to select a suitable e>0 and instead of finding a W such that Wo WC.V it is sufficient to take e/2. Although all uniform spaces which occur in the sequel are pseudo-metric spaces we insist on using a uniform structure instead of a pseudo-metric.
The reason for this is that several of the results can be extended almost without change to a more general situation where countable sets are replaced by sets having cardinality at most m and noncountable sets by sets whose cardinality is strictly greater than m. In this case Y need not be a pseudo-metric space; it is sufficient to suppose that Y is a uniform space which has a structure base whose cardinality is at most m. The only essential change is in the definition of the topology 3.
Namely we must assume that every subset A* whose cardinality card A*>m has an m-accumulation point which belongs to A *. The usual definition of a uniform structure is as follows. (See for example [13] , [14] or [15] .)
A uniform structure % on a set Y is a filter in the product YX Y such that (4) if VC* then AQV, (5) if FG11 then V-'CM, (6) if VCU, then there is a WC% such that Wo WQ V.
Here A denotes the diagonal of FX Y, i.e. A is the set of pairs (y, y). The set V~x is the set of all pairs (y2, yi) with (yu y2)CV. Moreover Wo Wis the set of those pairs (yi, yi) lor which there is a suitable y2G Y with (yu y2)CW and (y2, yi)CW. Axioms (4), (5), (6) correspond to the axioms d(y, y)=0, d(yi, yi)=d(y2, yi), d(yu yi)^d(yi, y2)+d(y2, ys) oi a metric space Y. The sets V of the filter are called vicinities^); in a metric space the e-vicinity is the set of those pairs (yu y2) for which d(yi, y2) <e. The uniform structure It is said to satisfy the first axiom of countability ii the filter 11 has a countable base.
We shall use the following lemmas: Lemma 2. 7/11 satisfies the first axiom of countability then there exists a decreasing sequence {Un} of symmetric vicinities which form a basis of 11.
Proof. By hypothesis 11 has a countable basis, say { F"}. By (5), (2) and (1) Given a function / which maps the set X into the topological space Y and given a filter EF in X we say that yd Y is a cluster point or interlimit of / with respect to EF if for every Ny; y=f(x) and for every F£EF there is a £E:F such that/(£)£7V".
The set of all cluster points of/with respect to EF will be denoted by/
[EF]. It is easy to see that/[EF] is a closed set in Y for every filter EF in X.
A point yd Y is called a limit point of / with respect to EF if for every Ny there is an F£EF such that/(£)£./V" for every ££F. We say that/is continuous at x with respect to EF if for every Ny there is an F£EF such that/(£) dNv for every ££F. If Y is a Hausdorff space then there exists at most one limit point of / with respect to EF; if this limit point y = (SF)lim /(£) exists then /[EF] consists of the single point y.
Often these concepts are defined only when X is a topological space and EF is a filter which has exactly one limit point. By a limit point of EF we under- where (F) lub/(£) denotes the supremum of/(£) on the set F.
3. Main results. Now we are ready to formulate our main theorems. For throughout this section and also in the forthcoming proofs let/be a function mapping the set X into the set Y. Let A be an index set with elements adA and let two systems (p1 = {EF^} and cp2 = {EF"} of filters EF^ and EF" be defined in X. Let a perfect topology 3 be given on the set A.
We say that the system 01 has property P with respect to <j>2 and the topology 3 if for every F'O0C5la(l there is a neighborhood Naa of a0 such that every &t with aCNao and a^ao contains a set FlQF],0. Similarly we speak of <pl and <f>2 having property P with respect to the topologies 3i2 and 32i. For instance if X = A is the real line we can define for every x = aCX = A the filter JF7 to be the filter generated by the family of open intervals x -5 <f = x where 5>0 is arbitrary and similarly we define 5X to be the filter generated by the family of open intervals x^f <x + 5. Then the system 0+ has property P with respect to <f>~ and the topology 3_+ of the real line X which is generated by the neighborhoods Nx= [f/xgf <x + 5]. Similar statement holds also when the ordering of 4>~ and <f>+ is reversed.
In the first theorem we choose A to be a noncountable subset of the set X. The elements of A will be denoted by x. We suppose that x is contained in every set FlC^l for every xCA.
Theorem
1. Suppose that the filter system <pl has property P with respect to <t>2 and the perfect topology 3, aMd suppose that a uniform structure It" is given on Y which satisfies the first axiom of countability. Then the set of those points xCA at which f is continuous with respect to $1 and discontinuous with respect to S2. is countable.
There are a number of special cases and applications of this theorem which will be discussed in §7. Here we mention only the examples when X = Y is the real line, the filter systems are cp~ and <p+ with A =X, and the perfect topology 3 is one of the half-open interval topologies 3~+ and 3+~. Applying Theorem 1 with both choices of 3 we see that the set of those points where/ is discontinuous but continuous either from the left or from the right is a countable subset of X. Now we make further restrictions on the structures given on the sets X and Y. We suppose that there is a uniform structure CUI defined on X which satisfies the first axiom of countability.
As earlier we suppose that two systems of filters<p1= {ffi} and <p2= {'S2,} are given on X and a perfect topology is defined on the index set A. Here we consider only such filters tfa which have the property that given any U there are sets Fi in SFj, satisfying F'XF'QU and given any FlG^L there is a t/GH* such that F^K for every F'Cŝ atisfying F{XF'QU.
Since Ux satisfies the first axiom of countability these hypotheses are equivalent to the following: Fl has a countable base and it is a Cauchy filter.
We say that cp1 has property ir with respect to <p2, 3 and It' if given any a0CA, a set Fl0C^l0 and a vicinity [/Gil* there is a neighborhood 2Va" of ao such that for every aCNai)a^a0 the set F%t intersects some Fl satisfying FaXFlQU.
We can also speak about </>' and <f>2 having property ir with respect to the topologies 3i2 and 32i and the uniform structure 11*. We shall prove the following: Theorem 2. Suppose that the filter system <px has property ir with respect to <p2, 3 awd 1tx awd suppose that a separated uniform structure c\iv is given on Y such that the uniform space defined by 11" is compact. Then the set of those indices a for which f[3a]C\f[$a] = 0 is countable.
As a simple illustration let us take Miss Schmeiser's theorem: As X we take the Euclidean plane and as A a fixed straight line in X. For every adA we consider a half line la with end point a and forming a fixed angle y' with A. The filter EF" is defined by the set of all open segments of l'a one of whose end points is a. If y'^y2 and la and fa belong to the same fixed half plane determined by A for every adA then the filter systems </>' and <p2 have property ir with respect to the topology 3~+ of the line A and the ordinary uniform structure of X. Hence by Theorem 2 the set of those points adA ior which real valued function/defined on A!" does not have a common interlimit as£->a along l], and fa is a countable set.
Theorem 3. Suppose that there is a uniform structure given on the sets X and Y such that ll1 awd 11" satisfy the first axiom of countability and the uniform topology induced on XXY by It1 awd 11" is a perfect topology. Then every function f mapping X into Yis inter continuous nearly everywhere in X, i. Several special cases and applications of these theorems will be discussed after the proofs.
4. The proof of Theorem 1. We give an indirect proof. Let us suppose that there exists a noncountable subset Ax of A such that at each point x£^4i /is continuous with respect to the filter EF^ and is discontinuous with respect to the filter EF?.
Let/(x) be abbreviated by y and similarly let/(£) be denoted by 77 whenever this abbreviation does not cause confusion. Since, at every xdAx, f is discontinuous with respect to EF? there exist for each x£^4i a neighborhood Nv of y =/(x) such that for every Fld$l there is at least one £GF| for which /(?)££-Wv The neighborhoods Nv are derived from the uniform structure It" and so we have proved that there is a noncountable set Ax such that for each xG^4i there is a vicinity V with the property that (y, rj) G V for at least one point f of every F2X. We may choose the vicinity V from a countable set of fundamental vicinities Vn which form a countable base for the uniform structure 11". The set 4i is not countable and the number of choices for V= Vn is at most denumerably infinite. Hence we can select a suitable subset A* of Ai and a fixed vicinity V such that the following statements hold:
(i) A* is a noncountable subset of A.
(ii) f is continuous with respect to 5X at every point xG^4*.
(iii) There is a fixed vicinity FGIt" with the property that for each xCA* there is a f in every F2XC5X such that f s^x and (y, 77) G V. By the hypothesis of the theorem there is a topology 3 on the set A such that every noncountable subset of A has a point of accumulation which belongs to this subset. Hence by (i) the set A* has a point of accumulation x0 with respect to the topology 3 which belongs to A* itself. Therefore by (ii) the function / is continuous at x0 with respect to the filter SF^.
The continuity of / at Xo with respect to o£0 means that given any Nvo there is a FlXo such that *7=/(f) belongs to 2V"0 for every fGT'i,,. Since the neighborhoods of the uniform topology on Y are derived from the vicinities W of the uniform structure It", to every 2VVo there corresponds a WCW such that r)CNy<) if and only if (y0, 17) GIF. Consequently the continuity of/ at x0 with respect to the filter $l0 can be stated in terms of the vicinities: Given any WCW there exists a FXo such that for every f CFl0 we have (y0, rf)CW.
We shall consider one vicinity IF chosen in a suitable way: As earlier, let V denote the fixed vicinity which occurs in (iii). For this particular VCW we can find by Lemma 1 a symmetric vicinity W satisfying W o WQ V. Having fixed W we determine the set F\0 such that (yo, 77) GIF for every fGT'i,,. Therefore we have (a) The vicinity W is symmetric, W o WQ V and (y0, 77) C Wfor every f G 7"^.
Now we apply the second part of the hypothesis of the theorem: We can choose a neighborhood NXlj of the point x0 in the topology 3 such that for every x; X5^x0, xCNX(> there is an Fl contained in F\0. Since x0 is a point of accumulation of A* we can find a point x such that xG^4* and also xG2VI0. First we fix such a point x and then determine the set F2zQFlXlj. By hypothesis xCFl. Therefore we have (b) The point xCA* is contained in F\ and also in F\a. Now it is easy to arrive at a contradiction:
On the one hand xG-4* and so by (iii) there is a fGF* such that (y, 77) GF. The set .4i is not countable and so there exists a noncountable subset A2 oi Ai and a fixed set E" for each w = l, 2, ■ • • which is the union of meshes M" such that for every adA2 we have Ena = En. Let En denote the closure of the set En. We shall prove the following statement:
There is a noncountable subset A* of A2 and a fixed index n such that the intersection of En awd/[EF^] is empty for every adA*.
Since there are denumerably many possibilities for w it is sufficient to find an index n for every a£ij such that £n^/[EF^] is empty. On the contrary let us assume that for some adA2 and for every index w there is a yn£ 7 Since the topology 3 is perfect and A * is not countable there is an index a0dA * which is a point of accumulation of A * with respect to the topology 3. Given any Um of the decreasing sequence { Um} of symmetric fundamental vicinities we choose F?"a0GEF^0 such that Now we consider the set 5 of ordered pairs (x, y)CXX Y where xCX2 and y =/(x). This set is not countable and so by the hypothesis of the theorem there is a point of accumulation (x0, yo) which belongs to S. Hence choosing the neighborhood of (x0, yo) which is determined by the vicinities U" and Vp we see that there is a pair (x, y) CS with the properties (x, x0) G Un, (y, yo) G Vp. This is a contradiction because on the one hand by (x, y)CS we have xCX2 and so (y,/(x0))G Vp but on the other hand by (x0, y0)G5 we have y0=/(x0).
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 4. For the sake of simplicity we shall use the notation Aa = (5a) -lim sup/(f). Let us suppose that Ala7^A2a for a noncountable subset
Ai of indices aCA. By a suitable choice of the superscripts i=l, 2 we can make A^<A^ for a noncountable subset A2 of At. Since the set A2 is not countable there is an e>0 and a noncountable subset A3 of A2 such that A^+e<A^ for every aCA3. We consider the set of values A2 counting each value with its multiplicity in a. This set is not countable and so there is a real number A2 and a noncountable subset A* of A3 with the property that I A2-A21 <e/3 for every a C A*.
The topology 3 is perfect and so there is a point of accumulation a0 ol the set A* which belongs to A*. By the hypothesis of the theorem, given Fa<sC5ao there is a neighborhood 2V"0 such that for every aCNafl; a^ao we have FaC.Fao for some F'id^l-By the definition of A2, there is a ££F2 such that /(£) > A2 -e/3. Therefore /(£) > A2 -2e/3 with £ G Fao so (F"0)
The set Faad5ao being arbitrary we see that Aaô A2 -2e/3. Since aoG-4* we have A^0>A^0 -e, which is in contradiction to Ai0+e<A2ao.
7. Special cases and applications of Theorem 1. First we modify Theorem 1 to obtain a more symmetric form: Suppose that a countable set {</>'} of filter systems 4>{ is given in X in such a way that to every point xG-4 there corresponds a filter tf'xdfp' where the index set A is a noncountable subset of X. Let a perfect topology 3,-j be defined on A for every ordered pair of indices i, j= 1, 2, • • • . Suppose that $'' and <j>' have property P with respect to the topologies 3,/ and 3j< for every i, j = l, 2, • • ■ and xdFx for every Fxd5x and every i and xdA. Using Theorem 1 we obtain the following proposition:
If for every xdA there is an index i such that f is continuous at x with respect to 5X then for nearly every xdA f is continuous with respect to every filter &x(i=l,2, ■ ■ ■). The conclusion can be stated in a different form by using the concept of the greatest lower bound of a family of filters. For every xG-4 we define the greatest lower bound of the family {5X} to be the set EF* = gib EF^ of those sets FXQX which include at least one set Fx from every filter EF^. It is easy to see that EF* satisfies the axioms (1), (2) and (3) of a filter. By the foregoing proposition given any xG-4 which is not an exceptional point and given any NyQY there is an Fx for every i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ such that r}dNy ior all ££Fi Let Fx = Ui Fx. Clearly -qdNy for every ££FX and Fx£fF*. Then under the same hypothesis as in the preceding proposition the conclusion now reads: / is continuous with respect to EFX = gib EFX nearly everywhere in A. Now we make further restrictions on the systems <pl: We start from a countable family (3*} of topologies 3' defined on the set X. By definition the greatest lower bound of the family {3*} is the topology 3 = gib 3; whose open sets 0£3 are open in every 3'. We define the filter system <£'= {(?l} to be the set of all filters <PX generated by the neighborhoods N^d^ of xdA so that
Fld^l if and only if NlQFl for some open set A^£3\
If Oz is an open set in 3 which contains x then 0j:£3* and so 0*£<$» ior every i. Therefore 0X is a set of the filter EFi = glb(Px. This implies that in general (PzCZEFj where (Px denotes the filter generated by the neighborhoods Nx of x in 3. For every i, j let the systems 0* and <p> have property P with respect to some suitable perfect topologies 3,y and 3y, defined on A, and at every x£^4 let/ be continuous with respect to some topology 3* where depends on x. Then by the above corollary of Theorem 1 the function / is continuous with respect to the filter system <j>= {"Sx} at nearly all x£.4. This last conclusion however does not imply the continuity of / with respect to the topology 3 because only (P^CfFj is known.
There are a number of important instances when the filters <PX and SF* coincide. In view of (?XQ5X it is sufficient to show that 5XQ(?X, i.e. every set FXCSX contains some VXC&* The simplest example of such topologies is furnished by the topologies 3_+ and 3+_ induced on the real line X by the half open intervals agf <6 and a<f ^o respectively. Here 3 = glb (3_+, 3+_) is the usual topology of the real line and the conclusion gives the second corollary of Young's theorem which was discussed in the introduction. For the topologies 3+~ and 3_+ are perfect and can serve as the topologies 3" and 3'* of the hypothesis. Proof. We give an indirect proof. Suppose that there is a noncountable set A QX such that no point xG^4 is a point of accumulation of A. Then we can associate with every xG^4 a sector Sz(px) whose radius may depend on x such that Sx(pz) contains no points of A except x. The set A is not countable and so there is a noncountable subset A * of A and a common radius p > 0 with the property that the only common point of Sx(p) and A * is x. Let xi, x2CA * and let the indices be chosen such that x2 is not farther in the direction d than x2. Then XiCSx(d, a, p) and a>ir imply that x2 is outside the circle about xi with radius p. Consequently the distance between any two points Xi5^x2 of A* is at least p. Since the usual topology of the plane is perfect we have a contradiction.
The second statement of the lemma can be proved by considering the with center x and so / is continuous in the usual sense nearly everywhere in A. We obtain the following result:
Let f be a function mapping the plane into a uniform space Y whose uniform structure 11" satisfies the first axiom of countability. If at every point x of a noncountable subset A of Xf is continuous with respect to some (d, a)-topology where a>ir, then f is continuous in the usual sense at nearly all xCA.
The function / is continuous at x in the (cf, a)-topology if and only if the restriction of/to the plane sector pointing in the direction d and having central angle a is continuous at the vertex x. The result can be readily extended to finite dimensional Euclidean spaces.
8. Remarks on Theorem 2 and examples. It is obvious that the reasoning given in the beginning of §7 concerning Theorem 1 can be repeated also in the present case. Hence we can consider a countable set {<pi} of filter systems <t>i= {$"} where the index set .4 = {a} is not countable. We suppose that tp' and <p' have property ir with respect to some perfect topologies 3,-,-and 3;,-defined on A. Then under the same hypotheses on X and F as in Theorem 2 we have:
For nearly all choices of aCA any two sets f[$'a] and f[$'a] have a nonzero intersection, i.e. f has a common limiting value with respect to any two filters 5a and 5!a.
It is remarkable that in certain instances the countability condition on the index set {i} can be relaxed. This is the situation, for example, in the problem treated by Miss Schmeiser. Let us consider all directions dl on the same side of the straight line A in the plane X. Let us denote by $lx the filter generated by the segments which have x as one endpoint and lie on the half This result is Jarnik's improvement of the theorems of Blumberg and Miss Schmeiser. His proof is a direct proof but it makes extensive use of the special properties of the Euclidean plane. It is easy to repeat the foregoing reasoning to obtain similar improvements of Miss Schmeiser's result on function defined in Euclidean 3-space. Various applications of these results can be found in Blumberg's paper.
According to a later result of W. H. Young [17] on real valued functions defined on the real line the sets/[EFj] and/fEF^] coincide for nearly all x£A". This theorem can also be extended to abstract spaces and it is again the property P which matters. However we do not wish to discuss the problem in details.
It would be desirable to give an alternative characterization of perfect topological spaces which is equivalent in the same sense as the compactness in the Frechet sense (using filters) and in the Alexandroff-Urysohn sense are equivalent.
For uniform spaces several such characterizations can be obtained by using Zorn's lemma. This and related problems will be discussed in a future paper.
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